UK Accused of Delaying Contest Brexit Bill

BRUSSELS — The European Union on Wednesday unveiled new measures to tackle growing terrorism threats and secure European citizens against terror. (Xinhua)

BRUSSELS — A chastened Angela Merkel signaled her government’s new determination to forge a nationally united alliance in Germany. (Image 194x1136 to 622x1379)

EU Unveils Measures to Tackle Low-Tech

BRUSSELS — The European Union on Wednesday unveiled new measures to help member states better counter the threat posed by low-tech terrorism, including a follow-up of a slate of killings in major cities by extremists driving vehicles into crowds of people. (Image 71x148 to 977x1530)

Defeating IS in Syria’s Raqqa Deals Big Blow to Terror

SEOUL — Senior diplomats and military officials from the United States and Japan will hold a virtual meeting on Wednesday to discuss concerns over the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant’s (ISIL) recent recovery, Seoul’s foreign ministry said. (Image 762x34 to 762x1098)

Merkel Warns of Compromise as Talks onCoalition Stall

BERLIN – A chastened Angela Merkel signaled her government’s new determination to forge a nationally united alliance in Germany. (Image 71x148 to 977x1530)

Iran to Honor Nuclear Deal as Least Bad Option: Experts in Khamenei

TEHRAN — Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said Wednesday that Iran will honor the 2015 nuclear deal to end a program benefiting the Islamic Republic. (Image 71x148 to 977x1530)

Political Stability Imperative for Sustained Economic Development: Mannan

MANNAN — President Mamnoon Hussain of Pakistan Wednesday posited political stability as a key requirement for sustainable economic growth, development, prosperity and promotions of quality education and science and technology. (Image 71x148 to 977x1530)

Qatari Emir Calls for Dialogue to End Gulf Crisis

Doha — Qatar’s Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani called on Wednesday for dialogue to end the ongoing crisis in the Gulf. Al-Thani told reporters after a dinner with Indonesian President Widodo that there is no reason to continue with the dispute and that it must be solved peacefully for the sake of the region. (Image 71x148 to 977x1530)

Iran: We Vow to Deepen Reforms, Make China a ‘Leading Global Power’

BEIJING – Chinese President Xi Jinping Friday said in a speech to commemorate the 40th anniversary of China’s WTO accession, that China will deepen reforms to make China a ‘leading global power’ by 2049, the centenary of the revolution that laid the foundation for modern China. (Image 71x148 to 977x1530)